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By Geoffrey Wilson

Hodder & Stoughton General Division. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Place of
Dead Kings, Geoffrey Wilson, It is 1855. The English revolt has failed, and brutal General Vadula
governs England now. Only a few small bands of English rebels still hold out against the Rajthanan
empire. Jack Casey survives in remote Shropshire, training young rebels to use the conqueror's
magic. But he is gravely ill, with only two months to live .Then refugees bring with them news of a
rogue Indian sorcerer in Scotland. Mahajan has discovered a mysterious power in the uncharted
country to the north - a power that could be the legendary Holy Grail. The Rajthanans have already
assembled an army to capture Mahajan. Jack has with nothing to lose now. He agrees to lead his
own men, disguised as porters for the conquerors, on the same gruelling march. Their hope is to
find a weapon that will free England from her oppressors. But they will find something even more
powerful.
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This type of publication is almost everything and taught me to hunting ahead plus more. It is writter in easy terms rather than di icult to understand. Your
way of life period will likely be transform once you comprehensive looking at this ebook.
-- Gla dyce Reing er-- Gla dyce Reing er

I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .
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